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DECERNETNETTEX
BUILDING SOLUTIONS

Hot water facilitates de-waxing operations.

DESCRIPTION

DECERNET is a wax remover detergent suitable for the removal of old
layers of wax and linseed oil.

USAGE FIELDS

Removes wax layers from terracotta, clinker, marble, natural stone and
porcelain stoneware floors.

METHOD OF USE

Terracotta Floors OR similar: Spread with a cloth directly on the floor to
be treated, wait a few minutes to allow the waxy layer to soften, then
remove the waxy residues with a cloth and rinse thoroughly with water.
Repeat the operation in the presence of metallic waxes.
Ceramic or Marble Floors: Dilute DECERNET with 2 or more parts of
water, spread on the floor with a cloth, wait a few minutes then remove
the wax film with the cloth and rinse thoroughly with water.

TRATTAMENTI

DECERNET
DETERGENTE DECERANTE PER LA
RIMOZIONE DI STRATI CEROSI

wax remover detergent
to remove waxes quickly and easily

PACKAGING

Boiling point 100° C. approx

Color slightly amber

Watersolubility dispersible
Specific weight 1,08 kg./lt.

1 lt. bottle 5 lt. tank

WARNINGS

CHEMICAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS-

Product appearance liquid

10 lt. tank 25 lt. tank

The product must be applied to material with a
temperature of between 5° and 35°C. and in
compliance with all the safety regulations
provided for by the laws in force, present on
the Product Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).

S -TORAGE AND SHELF LIFE

Store the product in a dry and well ventilated
place indoors at a temperature of between
+5°C and +35°C. in its original packaging
for up to 12 months.

Odour aromatic
Ph 14

The information contained in this document is given in good faith based on our current knowledge. It is only an indication and is in no way binding, particularly as
regards infringement of or prejudice to third party rights through the use of our products. FOUR GROUP S.r.l. guarantees that its products comply with its sales
specifications. This information must on no account be used as a substitute for necessary prior tests which alone can ensure that a product is suitable for given use. Users
are responsible for ensuring compliance with local legislation and for obtaining the necessary certifications and authorisations. Users are requested to check that they
are in possession of the latest version of this document and FOUR GROUP S.r.l. is at their disposal to supply any additional information.


